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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [7] the automorphism group of a C*-algebra, along with several 
of its naturally occurring subgroups, is studied. Principally, the con- 
nected component of the identity is identified there and shown to be 
open as well as closed; so that the same is true for several of the other 
subgroups studied. The group of inner automorphisms is touched 
on only glancingly. In particular it is not noted there whether this 
group is necessarily closed or necessarily open. 
The present paper is primarily concerned with this subject as well 
as the associated question of whether or not the space of inner deriva- 
tions of the algebra is closed. We establish (Theorem 5.3) a neces- 
sary and sufficient condition for both the inner derivations and inner 
automorphisms to be closed sets which, in its simplest application 
(Corollary 5.5) h s ows that they are closed if the C*-algebra possesses a 
faithful representation such that the image contains the center of its 
weak-operator closure. This is the case if the C*-algebra has a faithful 
factor (primary) representation (or, more specially, if it is primitive). 
A related aspect of this study is the question of the extent to which 
the presence of inner automorphisms on the one-parameter group 
generated by a derivation of a C*-algebra forces the derivation to be 
inner. We show (Theorem 4.3) that, if a C*-algebra is norm-separable 
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(equivalently, countably generated) and an uncountable number of the 
automorphisms are inner, then the derivation is inner. On the other 
hand (Example 6.2), we produce a C*-algebra (nonseparable, of course) 
acting on a separable Hilbert space for which each of the automor- 
phisms on the one-parameter group is inner while the derivation is 
outer. -4 simple example (Example 6.1) shows that a separable C*- 
algebra can have an outer derivation whose exponential is an inner 
automorphism. Example 6.3 describes a derivation of a separable 
C*-algebra which is outer even though all the automorphisms 
corresponding to rational parameterson the one-parameter subgroup it 
generates are inner. This same C*-algebra has its center consisting of 
scalars and nonclosed sets of inner automorphisms and inner derivations 
(so that the algebra does not admit a faithful factor representation). 
Section 2 introduces our notation and basic definitions. In Section 3 
we locate a canonical operator in the weak-operator closure of a 
(concrete) C*-algebra inducing a given derivation (Theorem 3.1). 
Theorem 3.2 identifies the r-inner automorphisms of a C*-algebra 
as the weakly-inner automorphisms of the universal representation 
and establishes that each such automorphism maps every closed 
two-sided ideal of the algebra onto itself. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
By a C*-algebra we mean a complex Banach *-algebra ‘u with 
identity, satisfying I/ A*A 11 = 11 A* II Ij A Ij for each A in ‘?I. The 
unit ball of ?I is denoted by %r and its unitary group by ??@I), A 
representation of ?I on a (complex) Hilbert space & is a *-homomor- 
phism y from X into the algebra B’(Z) of all bounded linear operators 
on 2 which carries the identity of ‘u onto the identity operator on Z. 
Each representation of ‘u is norm-decreasing and has norm-closed 
range @I), while faithful (i.e., one-to-one) representations are 
isometric. We write r&X- for the weak-(equivalently, strong-, 
ultraweak-, ultrastrong-) operator closure of @I). An extension of 
the Gelfand-Naimark Theorem [3] asserts the existence of a faithful 
representation of every C*-algebra. 
Two representations p and $ of ‘II, on X’q and Xs , respectively, 
are said to be equivalent if there is an isometry U from .ZV onto *%?# 
such that #(A) = Ucp(A) U* f or each A in a. If there is a vector x in 
.Fp, such that the set {q(A) x : A E a> is everywhere dense in Z9, , 
then q is called a cyclic representation and x a cyclic vector for CP. A state 
of u is a linear functionalf on ‘II such thatf(A*A) => 0 for each A in % 
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and ,f(l) = 1, where I is the identity of ‘u. With each state f is 
associated a cyclic representation ~~ (unique to within equivalence), 
and a cyclic vector a+ for yf , such that f(A) = (am xI , xt) for 
each A in ‘u. By selecting such a representation for each state of %, 
and taking the direct sum of the resulting family of representations, 
we obtain the universal representation Y of ‘u (the universal re- 
presentation, because it is determined to within equivalence). It is 
faithful, and if v is any other representation of B then @P-l 
extends to a *-homomorphism from ul(u)- onto &X)- ([q, Lemmas 
2.3, 2.4). 
A derivation of a C*-algebra % is a linear mapping S from ‘u: into ‘u 
such that S(AB) = AS(B) + S(A) B for all A and B in ‘u. Each such 6 
has an adjoint derivation S* defined by S*(A) = S(A*)*; and we call 
6 a *-derivation if 6 = S*. If ‘u is a C*-algebra given concretely as 
operators on a Hilbert space Z, B E g’(Z) and BA - AB E % 
whenever A E X, then the derivation ad iB : T + i(BT - TB) of 
g’(s) restricts to a derivation ad iB 1 \u of 2l. Each derivation S of B 
has this form, and B can be chosen in 2l1- (with B = B* if S is a *-deri- 
vation) [5], [6], [II]. It follows that, if S is a derivation of an (abstract) 
C*-algebra % and y is a faithful representation of ‘u, then 
@y-1 = ad iB 1 &!l) f or some B in @l)-. This shows, in particular, 
that derivations of ‘u are bounded linear operators, a fact that had 
previously been conjectured by Kaplansky [S] and proved by Sakai [IO] 
(and which is used in proving the result that derivations of C*- 
algebras have the stated form). The set d(3) of all derivations of ‘u 
is a norm-closed linear subspace of the Banach space @‘(a) of all 
bounded linear operators on XI; so d(cU) is a Banach space under the 
induced norm. The inner derivations, those of the form ad iB 1 ‘u 
with 23 in ‘u, form a linear subspace d,,(a) of o(a). 
By an automorphism of a C*-algebra ‘u we shall mean an automor- 
phism for the *-algebra structure (our automorphisms are *-auto- 
morphisms, though we do not adopt the corresponding convention for 
derivations); each automorphism of ‘u is an isometric linear mapping 
from ‘u onto X, and the set a(%) of all automorphisms of % is a complete 
metric group with the metric it inherits from a(U). Its unit will be 
denoted by L. The inner automorphisms of %-those of the form 
A -+ UAU* for some fixed U in &(‘U)---form a subgroup L,,(B) of a(%). 
If 6 is a *-derivation of ‘11, then exp 6 is an automorphism of U. 
If ‘u is given concretely as a C*-algebra of operators on X, and 
6 = adiB 1 ‘u for some self-adjoint B in ‘u-, then by comparing series 
coefficients (cf. the proof of Lemma 2 in [fl) it follows that exp 6 
is the automorphism A -+ UA IF of VI, where U is the unitary operator 
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exp iB. If 6 is inner we may choose B in ‘u; then Ci E @(2t) and exp 6 
is an inner automorphism. 
3. DERIVATIONS AND ~-INNER AUTOMORPHISMS 
It follows from the results of [.5], [6], [II] that each derivation 6 
of a C*-algebra ‘u acting on a Hilbert space ti is ultraweakly con- 
tinuous and extends (uniquely) to an inner derivation 8 = ad iH I%- 
of ‘u-. If Q is a projection in the center 9’ of ‘u-s, then the restriction 
6 3-Q is a derivation of (U-Q. We shall show that, if 6 is a *-derivation 
then the operator H in ‘u- can be chosen, uniquely, to satisfy certain 
rather stringent conditions. 
With T a self-adjoint element of X- and Q a projection in 3, we 
define 
M,(T) = inf {a : 7’,tJ < aQ}, 
m&T) = sup {b : TQ >, bQ}. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 6 be a *-derivation of a C*-algebra ?.I acting 
on a Hilbert space ~9, 8 its extension to a derivation of %-, and %” the 
center of ‘u-. Then there is a unique self-adjoint operator H in %- such 
that 8 = ad iH j %I- and, for each projection Q in 9, 
11 HQ j/ = 4 // 8 / X-Q 11 . Furthermore, 
M,(H) = - m&z) = 3 /j 8 1 U-Q j! . 
Proof. The argument is divided into several stages. 
(a) We prove that 8 = ad iB 1 ‘u- for some self-adjoint operator B 
in ‘u- with /I B jj < 4 /I 8 11 (= $ jl S II). With 01~ = exp t8 and t small, 
II ‘-Yt - 1 // < 2; so that ~1 t is implemented by some unitary operator U, 
in %- with spectrum u( U,) in {z : 9% x > 8 (4 - I/ (Y~ - L l12)1/2) (from 
[7], Lemma 5). Then U, = exp iB, , with B t a self-adjoint operator 
in ‘u[- such that 
I’ B, // << arc tan 11 at - L ~1 (4 - I/ OI~ - L ii”)-““. 
Now 8 = ad t-liB, , since t8 and ad iB I are both equal to log 01~ ,
where “log” is the principal value of the logarithm on the plane slit 
along the negative axis. As 
/I at - 1 II t-1 /I at -- ‘ j/ 
j t-lB, II < t-l arc tan c4 _ ,, “t _ ‘ /!2)1/2 G (4 - 11 at .- 1 py” 
118 II+ texp IIS il 
G (4- II at - 1 ll”)“” ’ 
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it follows that, given E > 0, I( t-lB, I/ <: 8 jl 8 I\ + E for t small and 
positive. 
With E = l/n, it follows that the set 
is not empty (n = 1, 2, 3,...). Since Yn+, C 9, and each 5$ is weak- 
operator compact, there is an element B in the intersection of all the 
Yn’s; and B=B*E’U-, S=adiBI%-, IIBll<+ll8ll. (The 
foregoing can be proved directly, without appeal to [7& Lemma 5, by a 
somewhat longer argument.) 
(b) Let 9 denote the class of all finite orthogonal families 
@r ,..., Qn} of projections in 9 with sum I. Then 9 is directed by 
refinement ({Pr ,..., P,} < {Qi ,..., Q,J means that each Pj is the 
sum of a subset of the Q’s). If {Qi ,..., Qn} E 9, the result of (a), 
applied to the derivation 8 I %-Qk of 21-Qk , shows that there is a self- 
adjoint operator B,Qk in %-Qk such that 8 I 21-Qk = ad iBkQk I %-Qk 
and II BkQk II < 4 II 8 l a-Q, II . With B 
operator C& &Qk 
in ‘u- we have s {zid.;g the self-adjoint 
, {0,....,0,} I 2F and 
II Q~B{Q~.....Q,J II <~ll~I~-Qd (k = l,..., n). 
The net (B~Q,,...,Qnl : {Qr ,...,Qn} E 9) is contained in the weak- 
operator-compact ball + 11 8 11 a,, and so there is a cofinal subnet 
which is weak-operator convergent to an element H of that ball. 
Clearly H = H* E ?I- and 8 = ad iH / CU-. If Q is a projection in 9’ 
then {Q, I- Ql E S’ and II QBIQI,...,Qn) II < ii II 8 I (U-Q II whenever 
{Ql,..., Qn} 2 {Q, I- Q}. F or b y renumbering we may suppose that 
Q = Qr + **. + Qk for some k < n, and 
II QB(Q,. . . . . Q,) II = ,F:T~ II Q~{Q,. . . . . Q-J II .\ 
< i ,~~y~ II 8 I a-Q, II < 8 II 8 I S-Q Il. -.. 
Since the mapping B -+ II QB I/ is upper semicontinuous in the weak- 
operator topology, 11 QH 11 < # 118 \ (a-Q 11 for each projection Q in 2. 
(c) If C is any self-adjoint element of ‘u- such that 8 = ad iC I ‘u- 
and Q is a projection in b, then 
for A in I-; so 8 II 8 I a-Q II < II CQ II . If II CQ II = + II 8 I W-Q II 
then M,(C) = - me(C) = 4 (1 8 I 3-Q I); for otherwise, with 
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u = &[M,(C) + m,(C)] and C, = C - aQ, 8 = ad iC ’ ‘u- and 0 I 
/I C,,Q Jo < // CQ jj = 8 Ij 8 I a-Q jj , a contradiction. 
By applying these results when C is the operator H constructed in 
(b), it follows that 4 jj 8 1 (U-Q 11 = j/ HQ I/ = M,(H) := --- ma(H) 
for every projection Q in 3”. This proves the existence of an operator 
H with the required properties. 
(d) Suppose that Hi = Hi” E %I-, 8 = ad iHi j ‘21- and 
2 ;I X j WQ /i = I ! HjQ /I for every projection Q in 3 (j = 1, 2). Then 
N, -- Hz E 3, and the results of (c) show that 
w?(Hl) = w#G) = 4 II 8 I VL? /I * 
If H, -- H, # 0 there is a nonzero projection P in 3 and a positive 
scalar a such that either (HI - Hz) P 3 aP or (H, - H,) P >, aP: 
we may suppose the former. Then 
a contradiction. Hence HI = Hz , and the uniqueness of H is proved. 
Let y be a faithful representation of a C*-algebra ‘u. Following [7], 
we denote by L,(S) the group of all automorphisms Q: of !!I with the 
property that the automorphism vcyy-l of &X) is implemented by a 
unitary operator in I&@-; and we describe such an o! as “weakly-inner 
in the representation v”. With IT the intersection of all the groups 
~,(a), the elements of ~(‘3) are described as permanently weakly-inner, 
or r-inner. The following theorem shows that n-inner automorphisms 
carry each closed ideal J of ‘u onto itself, and induce r-inner auto- 
morphisms on each homomorphic image of %. This, together with the 
fact that derivations of ‘u are weakly-inner in every faithful representa- 
tion and leave each closed ideal invariant ([2] 1.9. 1 Id, p. 20), shows 
that many of the results of [7] can be extended, in an obvious sense, 
so as to apply to representations of ‘u other than faithful ones. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (11 be a C*-algebra, Y its universal representation, 
J a closed ideal in a. Then 
(i) r(a) = +(% 
(ii) ;f 01 E +I) then cx( J) = J, and the mapping 
aj:A+l-,4A)+J 
is a rr-inner automorphism of %/ J. 
Proof. We may suppose that ‘u acting on 2 is the universal 
representation Y of ‘u. Let y be any other representation of 2l, and 
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denote by q the extension of v to a *-homomorphism from X- onto 
&XI)- ([4], Lemmas 2.3,2.4). If 01 E L&X), there is a unitary operator U 
in ‘u- such that al(A) = UAU* for each A in X. Thus 
fp(@)) = q(Q)) = q(UAU*) = U,Q@) u;, (3.1) 
for each A in U, where U, is the unitary operator $j( U) in r&l)-. 
If v is a faithful representation then (3.1) asserts that 
(pap-1) (B) = U,Bq$ f or each B in I&%). Hence 01 E c&XI) for each 
faithful representation y; that is (y. E +I). This shows that 
L.&I) C 7@); and since the reverse inclusion is obvious, +(a) = +I). 
Next, let y be a representation for which q-‘(O) is J. By (3.1), 
&x(A)) = 0 ‘f 1 an d only if v(A) = 0; that is, u(A) E J if and only if 
A E J. Hence a(J) = J, and the mapping 01~ is an automorphism of 
a/J. Each faithful representation 13 of a/J has the form A + J -+ y(A), 
where y is a representation of ‘u such that y-l(O) = J. Then Bol,&-l 
is the automorphism v(A) -+ ?(a(A)) = Uq~(A) Uz of Ql/J (= &I)). 
Since U, E 0(%/J)-, it follows that 01~ E L&I/J) for each such 8; hence 
OIJ fE evn* 
Remark 3.3. Let ‘u be the factor of type II, generated by the 
left regular representation of the free group on two generators, cy the 
outer automorphism of U corresponding to the automorphism of the 
group which exchanges these generators ([I], Exercise 15, p. 308). The 
only ideals in ‘1c are (0) and !Xu; so OL carries each ideal onto itself, but is 
not n-inner. 
It is shown in [9] that, if !!I is a separable GCR C*-algebra, and a 
is an automorphism of ‘u which maps each closed ideal into itself, 
then 01 is rr-inner. 
4. DERIVATIONS WHICH GENERATE INNER AUTOMORPHISMS 
Suppose that X is a C*-algebra, H is a self-adjoint operator in ‘11: 
and S is the inner derivation ad iH of ?I. Then, for each real t, exp tS 
is the inner automorphism implemented by the unitary operator exp 
itH. Our purpose in this section is to study the following question, 
together with some of its refinements: if 6 is a *-derivation of a 
C*-algebra and the automorphism exp tS is inner for all real t, does 
it follow that 6 is an inner derivation? 
LEMMA 4.1. If the automorphism 01 of the C*-algebra 21 acting on 
the Hilbert space 2 is implemented by a unitary operator V in % with 
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spectrum inC+, the open right half-plane, then there is an inner derivation 6 
of ‘ZI with spectrum in (it : - 7~ < t < T> such that exp 8 = iy. If a,, 
is another derivation of ‘u such that 01 = exp 6, and a,, has spectrum in 
the strip S _ (2 : I Im x [ < rri, then 6, = 8. 
Proof. With “log” defined as the principal value of logarithm on 
the plane slit along the negative axis, log V == iH for some self- 
adjoint H in 91 whose spectrum lies in (- 4. r, & n). Moreover, 
exp ad iH -= N; and ad iH (= 6) has spectrum in {it : -~ T -:c t -:: T} 
(cf. [7] proofs of L emma 6, p. 46 and Lemma 2, p. 40). If 6, is another 
derivation of % such that cy = exp 6, and ~(6,) lies in S, then, since 
,I = log exp z on S and both 6 and 6, have their spectra in S, 
6 = ad ZX = log (exp ad z’H) = log 01 = log (exp 6,) = 6, . 
COROLLARY 4.2. Ifs is a *-derivation of the F-algebra % such that, 
for some t # 0 with [I t6 I/ < TT, at = exp t6 is implemented by a unitary 
operator I/ in ‘U with G(V) in C+, then 6 is inner. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.1, 01~ = exp 6, for some inner 6, . Since 
1; ts I/ <:: 7r, u(tS) lies in S; so that tS = 6, , from the uniqueness 
assertion in Lemma 4.1. Thus 8 = t-l&, , and 6 is inner. 
THEOREM 4.3. If8 is a *-derivation of the separable F-algebra VI, 
and oit = exp t6 is inner for an uncountable set of real t, then 6 is inner. 
Proof. With at inner, let U, in ‘u be a unitary operator which 
implements at; and let S, be the open ball of radius $ z/2 and center 
U, . Since there are an uncountable number of S, and ‘u is (norm-) 
separable, there are distinct s and t as close as we please such that 
S, and S, have nonvoid intersection. With 0 < s < t and r = t - s, 
we may assume that r /j 6 11 < z-. Letting 
I’ = TJ,li,*, II v - 1 II = II u, - U,? II < 1/z; 
so that o(V) lies in C +. In addition, V implements 01~ = exp r6. From 
Corollary 4.2, 6 is inner. 
Remark. 4.4. In Example 6.2 we exhibit a C*-algebra 21 acting on 
a separable Hilbert space, and an outer derivation S of ?I such that 
exp tS is an inner automorphism of u for all real t. This shows that 
some condition such as the restriction to separable C*-algebras must 
be included in Theorem 4.3. In Example 6.3 we construct a separable 
C*-algebra % and an outer derivation 6 of ‘u such that exp t8 is an 
inner automorphism of ‘21 for all rational t. 
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Remark. 4.5. The first few lines of the proof of Lemma 4.1 estab- 
lish that an automorphism of a C*-algebra implemented by a 
unitary operator in the algebra whose spectrum is not the entire unit 
circle is the exponential of an inner derivation of the algebra. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let ‘II be a C*-algebra which has a faithful representa- 
tion y in which &II) contains the center of &Q-. Suppose that 6 is a 
*-derivation of VI, 11 6 11 < 2 r, and exp 6 is an inner automorphism of 2l. 
Then 8 is an inner derivation. 
Proof. We may suppose that X, acting on a Hilbert space %, is the 
given representation 91. By Theorem 3.1 there exists H in U- such that 
H=H*, II H II = B II 6 II < 7~) 6=adiHI%. 
The automorphism exp 6 is implemented both by exp iH and by 
some U in &(a). Thus 
U* exp iH E %(Ca- n a’) C %(a), 
and so exp iH E ‘11. Since Ij H II < 7r, the principal value log x is well- 
defined and continuous on a(exp iH) = {exp it : t E o(H)}, and 
log (exp it) = it for each t in o(H). By means of the (continuous) 
functional calculus for normal operators we have iH = log (exp iH), 
and since exp iH E 2X it follows that H E 2l. Thus 6 (= ad iH I 91) is 
an inner derivation of ‘u. 
Remark. 4.7. The class of C*-algebras considered in Theorem 4.6 
includes primitive C*-algebras and, more generally, any C*-algebra 
which has a faithful factor representation. We shall see in Example 6.1. 
that Theorem 4.6 fails for *-derivations 6 such that I] 6 I] = 27r. 
5. CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH Lo AND d,(S) ARE NORM-CLOSED 
If cu is a C*-algebra then various natural subgroups of @)-in 
particular VT(%) nad the connected component y(a) of b-are open, 
hence closed, in a@) ([a, Th eorem 7 and Remark G). For the class of 
C*-algebras studied in [7], Example d, y(a) C &x) and so L,,(‘LI) is 
open. In Example 6.1. we exhibit a C*-algebra Ca for which L,,(%) is 
closed, but not open, in a(‘%); and in Example 6.3 we produce a 
C*-algebra for which L,,(X) is not closed in a(%). In the present section 
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we investigate the conditions under which ~a(%) is closed in +I), and 
relate this problem to the corresponding question for derivations. 
With A in ‘u and 39 a subset of ‘u we write d(A, g) for the distance 
from ,4 to 9. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that ‘11 is a (F-algebra with center Y, and 
0: E #%(!!I). Then 
d(U, V) < d( U, @(%?)) < 2d(U, 9). 
Proof. The first inequality is obvious since e(V) C %?‘; in proving 
the second we shall assume that d( U, %?) < 1, since each U in %(%) 
satisfies d( I/, e(q)) < 11 U - 111 < 2. With 2 in V such that 
// U -- 2 /I ( = I/ I - U-l2 11) < 1, lF.Z and hence 2 are invertible. 
Letting I’be 2 I 2 1-l and passing to the function algebra representing 
the commutative C*-algebra generated by U and 2, we see that 
d( U, e(g)) < // U -- V /j < 2 /I U - 2 11; since, for complex a and b 
with 1 a 1 = 1 and b # 0, 
Thus 
d( U, e(U)) < 2 inf { /I U - 2 11 : Z E a} = 2d( U, a). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let ‘u be a V-algebra acting on a Hilbert space 2, 
%? = ‘u n %I’, 3 = %- n ?I’. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) There is a positive constant K such that d(A, V) < K d(A, 3) 
for each A in ‘u. 
(ii) There is a positive constant m such that 
d(U WQ < m d(U, @(a)> 
for each U in @(a). 
Pvoqf. Suppose that (i) is satisfied, and let U be in e(s). Since 
e(3) C 3 it follows from Lemma 5.1 that 
d( U, +?qU)) < 2d( U, 97) < 2k44 U, 9’) < 2kd(U, WV); 
so (ii) is satisfied, with m = 2k. 
Suppose, conversely, that (ii) is satisfied. If T = T* E 3 then, for 
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each positive t, U, = exp (;tT) is a unitary operator in ‘u. By Lemma 
5.1, with ‘11- in place of ‘u, 
d ( y ) %j = t-ld(U, , U) 
< t-ld(U, , qq 
< mt-ld( u, , GY(%“)) 
< 2mt-ld(Ut , 9’)) 
= 2md 
i 
By taking limits as t + 0 + we obtain d( T, 97) < 2md( T, a), for 
each self-adjoint T in ‘3. For general T in 2l, d( T*, 9’) = d(T, a), 
thus 
and 
d(+ (T + T*), %) < 2md($ (T + T*), 9’) < 2md(T, S). 
With iT in place of T, this gives d(& (T - T*), %‘) < 2md(T, %“), so 
d(T, ‘X) < d($ (T + T*), U) + d(+ (T - T*), G’) < 4md(T, 9). 
Thus (i) is satisfied, with k = 4m. 
THEOREM. 5.3. Let ‘21 be a C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space S, 
% = ‘u n W, 9 = ‘u- n W. Then the following three conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) A,(!&) is a norm-closed subspace of A(%). 
(ii) There is a positive constant k such that 
4% g) < W% %“> for each A in 2I. 
(iii) There is a positive constant m such that 
d( U, a(%)) < md( U, %(Z’)) for each u in @@I). 
Each of these conditions implies 
(iv) L,,(%) is a norm-closed subgroup of a(%). 
If % is a separable F-algebra then conditions (i),..., (iv) are all equiv- 
alent. 
Proof. Let 9 = {D E ‘ZL- : DA - AD E ‘u whenever A E %I, and 
for each D in 9 define 6, in A(%) by 6, = ad D 1%. Then 9 is a 
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norm-closed linear subspace of !!I-, ‘ZI + ZY C 9 and, by [II], Theo- 
rem 2, the linear mapping D --+ 6, carries .9 onto A(%). This mapping 
has kernel 9’ and so induces a one-to-one linear mapping 
?I: D ~;~ T+-t6, of the quotient space 91’3 onto A(%). We have 
/I 6 D /j < 2 Ij D /j , hence 116, 11 < 2d(D, .9’), for each D in 9; so c~ 
is continuous. By the closed-graph theorem, v-l is also continuous. 
Hence there is a constant K such that 
(5.1) 
It follows easily from Theorem 3.1 that /j 6, 11 = 2d(D, 9) when 
D = D” E.@, and hence that (5.1) is satisfied, with K = 1, for all 
11 in 9. However, the particular value of K has no bearing on the 
proof of the present theorem. 
The linear mapping A --t 6, from ‘II into A(%) has range A,(%) and 
kernel V:, and so induces a one-to-one linear mapping # : A f %? -+ 6, 
from the quotient space (u/e into A(%), with range d,(‘%). Since V C 3, 
it follows from (5.1) that /j 6, Ij < 2d(A, V), so # is continuous. If 
4&X) is a norm-closed subspace of d(U) (and hence complete) the 
Aosed-graph theorem asserts that 4-l is continuous, so there is a 
constant M such that d(A, V) < M /I 6, // for each A in ‘21. By (5.1), 
I(A, V) < 2M d(A, Z’?), so condition (ii) is satisfied with k = 2M. 
Suppose conversely that d(A, U) < K d(A, 3) for each A in %. 
By (5.1), 
for each A in ‘LI. It follows that the norm inherited by A,@) from A(%) 
s equivalent to the (complete) norm it acquires, through z/r, from the 
Banach space, ‘u/V. Thus A,(a) is complete in both these norms, and 
s therefore a norm-closed subspace of O(U). 
We have now proved the equivalence of (i) and (ii), and Lemma 5.2 
asserts that (ii) is equivalent to (iii). We now assume that (iii) is 
satisfied, and show that this implies (iv). Suppose that 01 E c@), 
Ye E L&U) (n == 1, 2,...) and lim,,, 11 01 - 01, /I = 0. By passing to a 
subsequence we may suppose that, if 
.hen 
6, = II %+I - a, Ii , Y, = [2 - (4 -- E,yy’2, 
E, -=L 2 (?z = 1, 2 )... ), c r, -c co. (5.2) 
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Let U, be an element of %@I) which implements the inner automor- 
phism ~l~+~ol;l. Since 
II %.+14i1 - 6 II = l/%+1 - a, I) = En < 2, 
it follows, from [7], Remark E, p. 48, that OI~+~L~I;~ is also implemented 
by an element V, of @(‘%I-) with spectrum r~( V,) contained in the arc of 
the unit circle which lies in the half-plane {z : &?~a 2: > 4 (4 - •~~)l/~}. 
Since this arc is contained in the disc {z : 1 x - 1 1 < r,>, while the 
norm of V, - I is its spectral radius, it follows that I] V, - I I( < Y, . 
Since U, , V, E %(a-) and both implement c~~+~ol;l, U,Vz E a(%“). 
Thus 
Hence there exists 2, in @(‘%) such that 11 U, - Z,]j < 2mr,. 
With I&‘, = U,Zz we have IV, E ‘%(‘$I), (1 W, - I 11 < 2mr, and IV., 
implements oln+&. Thus 
X * = w,w,-, *** w, E qa), II & - -Ll II = II W, - 1 II < 2mrnj 
and 
X,AX,* = a,+lql(A) (A E ‘3). (5.3) 
Since C II & - X,+, II < C 2 mr, < co, (X,) converges in norm to 
some element X of %@I). By (5.3), 
44 = Fi an+d(4A)) 
= ;z X,a,(A) x,* 
= Xc+(A) X* (A E a); 
and since 01~ is an inner automorphism of %, so is 01. This completes 
the proof that L,,(%) is closed when ‘u. satisfies (iii). 
Finally, we suppose that ‘u is a separable C*-algebra that satisfies 
(iv), and deduce that d,(U) is a norm-closed subspace of A(%). Suppose 
6 E@), 6, Ed,, (n = 1, 2,...) and limn+a, 11 6 - 6, I( = 0. We 
shall prove that S E A,@). 
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Since 
while + (6, + S$), (1122) (6, - 8:) E A,(‘%), it is sufficient to consider 
the case in which each 6, is a *-derivation in A,(a). In this case, 
exp Gin E L&X) for all real t; and since L&X) is norm-closed, 
exp tS = lid% exp 6, E &Zl). 
By Theorem 4.3, 6 E A,(%). 
Remark. 5.4. While conditions (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 5.3 involve 
spatial concepts, condition (i) is concerned with just the algebraic 
structure of ry[. It follows that (ii) and (iii) are in fact independent of 
the faithful representation in which ?I is considered. 
In Example 6.2 we construct a C*-algebra 3, acting on a separable 
Hilbert space, with the property that L,,(Z) is closed while d,(%l) is not. 
This shows that some condition such as the restriction to separable 
C*-algebras must be included in the final sentence of Theorem 5.3. 
The proof given is not applicable when % is not separable since 
Theorem 4.3 fails for general C*-algebras. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Suppose that 8 is a F-algebra with a faithful 
representation q~ in which cp(‘u) contains the center of rp(%)-. Then A&) 
is a norm-closed subspace of A(%) and L&X) is a norm-closed subgroup of 
4% 
Proof. We may apply Theorem 5.3, with y,(B) in place of ‘11; 
since % = 9, condition (ii) of that theorem is satisfied, with k = 1. 
Remark. 5.6. Corollary 5.5 shows that L,,(B) and rl,(cU) are closed 
if VI is a primitive C *-algebra or, more generally, a C*-algebra with a 
faithful factor representation. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In this section we exploit the properties of the ideal V(s) of all 
compact linear operators on a separable Hilbert space 2 to construct 
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C*-algebras which exhibit various automorphism and derivation 
phenomena related to, but not included in, the results of Sections 
4 and 5. We shall need the fact that, if C E V(Z), a and b are scalars 
and E, F are projections with infinite-dimensional ranges such that 
E + F = I, then 1) aE + bF + C 11 >, 11 aE + bF [I . For this, if 
(xJ is an orthonormal sequence in the range of E then Ex, = x, , 
Fx, = 0, lim 11 Cx, 11 = 0 and thus 
1 a 1 = lim (1 (aE + bF + C) x,, 1) < I/ aE + bF + C /) . 
This, and the analogous inequality for b, give 
II aE + bF + C II 2 max (I a I , I b I) = /I aE + bF I/. 
6.1. Let X be a separable Hilbert space, VI the C*-algebra 
{al + C : a scalar, C E Y?(Z)). Each T in g(X) gives rise to a 
derivation 6 = ad T 1 ‘u of ?l; since ‘u’ = {aI} C ‘u, 6 is inner if and 
only if T E ‘u. Similarly each unitary operator U on 8 implements an 
automorphism 01 of %, and CL is inner if and only if U E ‘u. Let E and 
F be projections with infinite-dimensional ranges and with sum 1, 
and define 6 = ad i?r(E - F) j 8. Then 6 is an outer derivation of ‘u 
and (1 6 11 < 27~ 11 E -F II = 27r. If V is a partial isometry with 
V*V and VV* l-dimensional subprojections of E and F, respectively, 
then V E ‘u and 6(V) = - 2d’, so I/ 6 11 = 27~. Since 
exp in(E - F) = - I, exp 6 = L (an inner automorphism!). This 
shows that the results of Theorem 4.6 can fail for derivations of norm 
2rr, since X is clearly a C*-algebra of the type considered in that 
theorem. 
By Corollary 5.5, d,(U) is a norm-closed subspace of d(‘%) and L&X) 
is a norm-closed subgroup of a(%). However, L&X) is not an open 
subgroup of c@): for with t real and U, = E + exp (it) F, U, imple- 
ments an automorphism OI~ of ?I and 11 at -L 11 < 2 (I Ut - I (1 --+ 0 
as t + 0 f, although OI~ is an outer automorphism when 0 < t < GT. 
6.2. We construct a C*-algebra a, acting on a separable Hilbert 
space, with the property that Q,(%) is a norm-closed subgroup of a(%) 
although d #I) is not a norm-closed subspace of d(B). Furthermore, 
‘u: has an outer *-derivation 6 such that, for all real t, exp t6 is an 
inner automorphism of ‘11. 
For each integer 12 (>, 0) let &$ be a separable Hilbert space, and 
E, , F, be projections on 3?! with infinite-dimensional ranges and 
sum I. With X = 0, Zm, ~2 the Abelian C*-algebra consisting 
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of all bounded operators A on X of the form 0, (a$, + a,&,), 
%‘,, the algebra 0, U(%$), and C = 0, C, in V,, , 
I/ A t C 11 = stp II u,E, + a,+lFn + C, ,i 
3 yp II Q% + a,+Jn II = i/ A Ii . 
Since the “angle” between the closed subspaces LZ? and %,, of g’(X) 
is not 0, their linear span LZZ + g0 is closed and, hence, a C*-algebra 
$21. Moreover, U- = 0, g(sn), and %’ (which is also the center %” 
of X-) consists of all bounded operators of the form 0, c,,I, where c, 
is a scalar. 
We show that the center V of % consists of scalars. For this, sup- 
pose that ZE % = ?I n B’. Then Z = A -1 C = 3, cJ, with 
A = 0, (4% + a,&> in .s& and C = 0, C,, in ‘i?‘, . Since C, 
is compact and anElL + a,,, F + C, = cJ, it follows that C, = 0 71 
and a, = a,,, = c, . Thus c, -= a, = a0 for all n and 
Z == 0, c,J = ad. 
For ti = 1, 2,... let A, be the unitary operator 
in(n + ljF I 
k n\ 
in ‘u. Since both 1 and - 1 lie in the spectrum of A, , d(A,. , V) :== 1. 
With 2, = 0, exp (inn/k) I in Z?‘“, it follows easily that 
4A,,~%“)dIlA,--W-to as k --+ co. Hence % does not satisfy 
(ii) of Theorem 5.3; and, from that theorem, O,(U) is not a norm- 
closed subspace of A(%). 
Next, we show that Q,(X) is a norm-closed subgroup of a(‘&). The 
restriction of ‘u to the subspace Z? of 2 is the C*-algebra %(n consisting 
of all operators of the form aE, + bF, + C, with a, b scalars and C 
compact. By Corollary 5.5, L@,) is a norm-closed subgroup of 
CX(%,). Each inner automorphism of ‘u has the form 0, o, , with 
LYE in L&Q. Suppose conversely that 01, E L,,&) (ti = 0, I, 2,...) and 
let V, be a unitary operator in %, which implements CX~ . Then V, 
has the form a,E, + b,F, + C, with C, compact and a,, b, scalars 
of modulus 1. With c,, = 1 and c, = nF:=, b,_,a;l when n > 0, we 
have c,+larL+l = cebn (n > 0), and 0, c,V~ is a unitary operator in 2L 
The corresponding inner automorphism of x is 0, rT, . We have 
now shown that L,,(B) consists of all mappings 0, u, , with alL an 
arbitrary element of L&X,). Since each L&Q is norm-closed, so is 
%W 
swr/z-7 
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We show, finally, that % has an outer *-derivation which gives rise 
to a one-parameter group of inner automorphisms. The operator 
H = @,F, commutes with each A in ~2; so that, with C = @,C, 
in %,, , H(A + C) - (A + C) H = 0, (F,C, - C,F,) E VO. Thus 
6 = ad iH 1 ‘u is a *-derivation of ‘u. The automorphism exp tS 
is implemented by the unitary operator 
W, = exp itH = @ (E, + exp (it) F,). 
n 
Since Wt = V,Z, , where 
Vt = @ (exp (int) JL + exp (i(n + 1) t)F,J 
n 
is in % and 
2, = @ exp (- int) I 
n 
is in 9, exp tS is the inner automorphism implemented by I’, . 
We claim that 6 is an outer derivation of ‘u. Suppose the contrary. 
Then there exist operators A = 0, (a,E, + a,+,F,) in d, 
C== @,C,inV,,andZ= @,c,Iin%“,suchthatH=A+ C+Z. 
Since C, is compact and C, + (a, + cm) E, + (a,,, + c, - 1) F, = 0 
it follows that C, = 0, a, + c, = a,,, + c, - 1 = 0. Thus 
U - a, + 1, a, = a, + 71, a contradiction since the sequence (a,) n+l - 
is bounded. Thus S is outer. 
6.3. By making slight modifications in the preceding example, 
we exhibit a separable C*-algebra ‘u,, with center the scalars (acting 
on a separable Hilbert space), and an outer *-derivation 6, of ‘us with 
the property that exp 6, is an inner automorphism for each rational t. 
The group 9 = (t : exp tS, is inner) therefore contains the rationals 
and, by Theorem 4.3, is countable; so both 99 and its complement are 
everywhere dense in R. It follows that c,&,) is not a norm-closed 
subgroup of +I,), and Theorem 5.3 implies that d,&) is not a 
closed subspace of a(%,,). By Remark 5.6, 8, has no faithful factor 
representation and so, in particular, is not primitive. 
With X, &, ‘%I, H, and V’t constructed as in Example 6.2, 
let d0 be the C*-subalgebra of % which is generated by {V, : t rational); 
and let ‘us be &$ + VO , where %?O = {@,C, : C, E U(X), [I C, Ij --+ O}. 
Just as in the previous case, 2X, is a C*-algebra with center the 
scalars; and %, = ‘u-, 2li = ‘u’. Since do and $9’ are separable, so 
is ‘ZI, . Since HA - AH E QZ” for each A in ‘u , So = ad iH 1 aI, is a 
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*-derivation of 9,. If 6, is inner, then H E X0 + $1; Z % + %i = ‘II -{- W, 
and S = ad iH 1 ‘u is inner, which we have shown to be false. Hence 6, 
is an outer* -derivation of !!I,,: the automorphism exp 6, is implemented 
by Vi and is therefore inner for each rational t. 
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